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XML ZIP export of a Structure

Status
 Open

Subject
XML ZIP export of a Structure

Version
12.x

Category
Consistency

Feature
Wiki Structure (book & table of content)
Import-Export

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by
Pascal St-Jean

Rating
     (0) 

Description
If the XMP Zip export of a Structure is used, the first time use works fine - but if you then try to
export a different Structure it just exports the 1st again. Repeated swapping to try and export
another/different Structure does occasionally export the right one (haven't worked out the logic of
when its OK) but generally it gets it wrong.

Can't reproduce at the moment. Tried exporting all of the samples created on SHOW and worked
flawlessly.

thanks

I've downgraded the priority on this as it may be some strange manifestation of my private test site -
if anyone has some time and wants to looks at my test site it would be appreciated since the issue is
definitely happening there !

OK the bug is now reproduced in the 'show' url - see the site for more details

Really odd !!!

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
5

https://dev.tiki.org/item4690-XML-ZIP-export-of-a-Structure
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Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
4690

Created
Friday 23 August, 2013 15:48:12 GMT-0000
by Geoff Brickell

LastModif
Wednesday 06 November, 2013 05:00:32 GMT-0000

Comments

Jean-François BILGER 24 Aug 13 13:08 GMT-0000

I'm unable to reproduce it on nextdev.tiki.org
Could you create a show.tiki.org and demonstrate please.

Pascal St-Jean 26 Aug 13 01:30 GMT-0000

Can you to a screen capture of what you are describing. I've tried exporting in sequence and randomly
using the SHOW that you created and I've been able to successfully export each time.

thanks

Geoff Brickell 26 Aug 13 07:51 GMT-0000

emails sent to both Changi and Pascal about how this error is happening on my test site but not on the
'show' site - which means either:
- I have not fully recreated the conditions on the 'show' site or
- my test site is corrupted in some way and these errors there are an aberration

Would be nice to understand which

Attachments

https://dev.tiki.org/user10786
https://dev.tiki.org/user10786
https://dev.tiki.org/user10536
https://dev.tiki.org/user10536
https://dev.tiki.org/user10122
https://dev.tiki.org/user10122
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 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item4690-XML-ZIP-export-of-a-Structure
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